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Curved tails in polymerization-based bacterial motility
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The curved actin ‘‘comet-tail’’ of the bacteriumListeria monocytogenesis a visually striking signature of
actin polymerization-based motility. Similar actin tails are associated withShigella flexneri, spotted-fever
Rickettsiae, the Vaccinia virus, and vesicles and microspheres in relatedin vitro systems. We show that the
torque required to produce the curvature in the tail can arise from randomly placed actin filaments pushing the
bacterium or particle. We find that the curvature magnitude determines the number of actively pushing fila-
ments, independent of viscosity and of the molecular details of force generation. The variation of the curvature
with time can be used to infer the dynamics of actin filaments at the bacterial surface.
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INTRODUCTION

The bacteriaL. monocytogenes, S. flexneri, the spotted
fever group ofRickettsiae, and theVacciniavirus are intrac-
ellular pathogens that move through the continual polym
ization of actin@1–4# in distinctively curved ‘‘comet tails’’ of
actin filaments behind the motile particles. While fascinat
on its own, the actin comet tail is functionally similar to th
actin mesh in the lamellipodia of a locomoting eukaryo
cell, and the bacterial surface is analogous to the lead
edge of the cell. Identification of the biochemical comp
nents involved has thus provided insight into the active re
lation of actin polymerization by the cell@5,6#, an essential
cellular process@7#.

For polymerization-based motility, the force generated
actin polymerization at the moving object’s surface driv
the object forward against the viscous drag of the cytopla
@8,9#. The necessary and sufficient bacterial contribution
motility is a single surface protein that orchestrates cellu
cytoplasmic proteins to locally promote the nucleation, elo
gation, and cross-linking of actin filaments. InL. monocyto-
genes, this process is driven by the bacterial protein Ac
@10–13#, while S. flexneriexpresses the protein IcsA for th
same purpose@14,15#. Candidates for similar proteins hav
been proposed for spotted-feverRickettsiae@3,16# and for
the Vaccinia virus @17#. Simplified systems that have bee
developed for the study of polymerization-based motility
clude Escherichia coli expressing IcsA on their surface
@15,18# and microspheres coated with purified ActA@19#.
Similar motility mechanisms appear to be at work in end
somal rocketing@20#, and in nonactin polymerization-base
motility systems derived from nematode sperm@21#. Actin
polymerization-based motility may even play an importa
role in vesicle trafficking within the cell@22,23#.

As the bacterium or particle is driven forward, a curv
cometlike tail of actin filaments remains behind. Ph
tobleaching experiments inL. monocytogenes@24# and quali-
tative observation ofS. flexneri@15# and of spotted-fever
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Rickettsiae@3# demonstrate that the tail is stationary wi
respect to the surrounding environment, probably due
steric or functional connections with the cellular cytosk
eton, so that the shape of the tail represents the path o
bacterium. The curvature of this path varies from bacteri
to bacterium, and changes over time for individual bacte
It is not known what determines the bacterial path, and he
the tail curvature, though no active control or chemotac
behavior has been proposed for these systems.

Bacteria are functioning micromachines, but cannot
fully exploited without being fully understood. TheL. mono-
cytogenesmotility system is understood well enough bio
chemically that ActA coated microspheres@19# should recon-
stitute polymerization-based motility in solutions of purifie
proteins@6#, i.e., with total experimental control. Howeve
we do not yetquantitativelyunderstand the motility enoug
to be able to use the bacterial or microsphere motion a
probe of the bacterial or cellular conditions, or conversely
attempt to tailor those conditions to affect the bacterial m
tion.

In this paper, we propose that the curvature results fr
the random location of actin filaments pushing against
bacterium. We show how the curvature of the bacterial p
can be used to predict static and dynamic structure at
bacterial surface. The average curvature is determined by
number of active filaments pushing the bacterium. Inform
tion about filament lifetime and surface diffusion rates m
be obtained from curvature autocorrelations, since curva
depends on the location of active filaments with respec
the bacterial surface. If filaments are closely localized to s
cific bacterial surface proteins, then lifetimes and diffusi
ties of those proteins can be inferred. We focus on the m
common experimental geometry of a thin quasi-tw
dimensional system constrained between a glass slide
cover slip, however we also discuss what would be expec
for bulk geometries. In both cases, we discuss the appa
curvature appropriate to video microscopy.

CURVED TRAJECTORIES

Curvature is defined as the rate of rotation of directio
K[du/ds, or the rotation per unit path length, whereu is
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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the polar angle in the current plane of motion~see Fig. 1! and
s is the distance measured along the particle path. The ra
of curvature,R[1/uKu, equals the radius of the circle tha
locally best fits the path. EitherK or R locally characterize
the path, i.e., both may vary along the bacterial path.

Curved trajectories imply that a torqueN is acting on the
bacterium to balance viscous drag proportional to the ang
rate of rotation, N5 u̇Cturn, where Cturn5(32p/3)h(a4

2b4)/@(2a22b2)S22a# is a rotational drag coefficient fo
turning inu, andh is the fluid viscosity,a andb are bacterial
dimensions ~see Fig. 1!, and S52(a22b2)21/2ln$@a
1A(a22b2)#/b% @25#. The viscous drag forceF due to lin-
ear motion at speedv also carries a factor of the viscosit
where F5v f lin and f lin516ph(a22b2)/@(2a22b2)S
22a# @25#. Since the curvature of the path,K5 u̇/v
5(N/Cturn)/(F/ f lin), we can use the drag coefficients to o
tain a remarkably simple result,

K5
3

2~a21b2!

N

F
, ~1!

independent of the viscosity. This is fortunate since the
fective viscosity of the cellular cytoplasm is strongly sca
dependent, ranging from 0.01 poise (1023 Pa s) for small
loops on dye molecules@26# to 2100 poise~210 Pa s! for
1.3 mm diameter spheres@27#. We find that the curvature
directly probes the ratio of force and torque applied to
bacterium, with an easily determined geometrical prefact

The force,F5 f 0n, is proportional to the number of ac
tively pushing filamentsn, while the force per filamentf 0
depends on the specific details of the motility mechanism
seen explicitly in thermal-ratchet models of polymerizatio
based motility@8#. A complementary coarse-grained elas
analysis of polymerization-based bacterial motion@9# exists,
however it is not convenient for determining curvatures.
take f 0 as constant in time, which amounts to consider
only times much greater than the mean time between a
monomer addition or equivalently distances much grea
than the monomer size 2.7 nm. This is appropriate, since
observed radii of curvature are larger than the bacterial s
~which is 122 mm).

FIG. 1. The polar angleu and the axial anglef with respect to
the capsule-shaped bacterium. The bacterium is taken to be cu
within the plane of the page. The half-length and the radius of
bacterium area andb, respectively. A schematic actin comet-tail
shown to the left, and the bacterium is pushed towards the right
approximate the bacterium as a prolate ellipsoid for purpose
drag calculations.
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To calculate the torqueN, we must consider the torqu
due to each filament. These individual torques depend
exactly where the filament pushes on the bacterium. We
sume that then actively pushing filaments are each random
placed on the trailing end of the bacterium, so that each
will produce a random vectorial torque on the bacterium. T
sum of many of these random torques will have a Gauss
distribution with zero mean. We can calculate the root-me
square~RMS! torque,Nrms, from the local filament density
We take the growing filament barbed ends as uniformly d
tributed over the hemispherical cap at the end of the ba
rium. In cross section, this leads to enhanced filament den
at the edges of the tail, similar to that seen in thin-sect
electron micrographs ofL. monocytogenes@28#. This distri-
bution also follows naturally if the filament density follows
uniform ActA surface density. In cross-sectional coordinat
where the cylindrical radiusr ranges from 0 tob, the fila-
ment density distribution is

Pf~r ,f!5sb/Ab22r 2, ~2!

wherePfr dr df is the average number of filaments in th
interval (r ,r 1dr) and (f,f1df). Here,s5n/(2pb2) is
the uniform surface filament density on the hemispheri
end of the bacterium, andb is the bacterial radius. The mean
square torque perpendicular to the direction of motion is e
ily found to be

^N2&5 f 0
2E

0

2pE
0

b

df r dr @~r sinf!21~r cosf!2#Pf~r ,f!,

~3!

wheref 0r sinf and f 0r cosf are the two components of th
torque, so that they add in quadrature. This leads to an R
torqueNrms[A^N2&5 f 0b2A4ps/3. Taking the ratioNrms/F
to calculate the RMS curvature from Eq.~1!, we have

K rms5
A3

~a21b2!A4ps
5

b

a21b2
A 3

2n
~4!

for a hemispherical distribution of filaments. Bacterial si
and shape contribute to the curvature, as does the ave
distribution of filaments Eq.~2!. Other surface distributions
of filament densities are also possible, and would affect
geometric prefactors in Eq.~4! though not the functiona
dependence on the number of filamentsn.

Remarkably, the average force per filamentf 0 does not
appear in our expression for the curvature, so that our res
appearindependentof the details of the force generatio
mechanism. However, within polymerization ratchet mod
@8#, thermal fluctuations of semiflexible actin filaments tran
verse to their length@29# could generate transverse force
which would lead to an increased torque and greater cu
ture than predicted above in Eq.~4!. This transverse contri-
bution would depend on the biomechanics of the coupl
between the actin filament and the bacterial surface, wh
would also depend on the bacterial shape. Unfortunatel
also depends on the effective and anisotropic elastic c
stants of the actin filaments@29#, which in turn sensitively
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CURVED TAILS IN POLYMERIZATION-BASED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 021904
depend on how actively pushing actin filaments are cro
linked into the bacterial tail and the cytoskeleton, as can
seen by contrasting the elastic constants given by@29# and
@30#. Our simplified treatment corresponds to no coupling
forces transverse to the direction of bacterial motion.
hope that sensitive experiments can uncover the effect
these transverse forces and hence yield more insight
polymerization-based force generation, though we expec
effects to show up predominately in the geometrical pref
tor or amplitude of the curvature in Eq.~4! and not in the
1/An dependence. We expect our subsequent analysis
distributions and autocorrelations of the curvature, to be
affected.

The vectorial torque perpendicular to the bacterial dir
tion of motion is Gaussian-distributed, and the curvature
proportional to themagnitudeof the torque. Within a bulk
@three-dimensional~3D!# geometry, the curvature has distr
bution

PI~x!52xe2x2
, ~5!

wherex[uKu/K rms and*0
`PI(x)dx51.

MEASURING CURVATURE

The curvature of the bacterial path, characterized by
~4! and Eq.~5!, is intrinsic to a given random placement ofn
filaments pushing against the bacterium. This intrinsic cur
ture is constant for fixed filament locations on the bacte
surface. At any given time, the intrinsic curvature represe
circular motion around the curvature axis. However, the
stantaneous curvature axis is not necessarily parallel to
line of sight, so the apparent path would appear elliptical a
have a nonuniform curvature. We must also consider
namical effects which change the direction of the curvat
axis, both through rotation of the bacterium and through m
tion of the filaments on the bacterial surface.

Most experimental work to date has been done with
stricted geometries, such as the typical gap of several
crons@18# between a glass slide and its cover slip. For th
enough samples, curvature out of the plane will be restric
If the axial anglef measures the angle between the vecto
torque and the normal to the sample plane in the line of si
then the apparent curvature as measured from a micros
or video image will be

Kapp5uKucosf. ~6!

Positive and negative curvatures correspond to clockw
and counterclockwise curved paths in the microscope ima
respectively.

A single bacterium with a fixed intrinsic curvature,K,
would eventually uniformly explorefP@0,2p# through ro-
tational diffusion@31#. As it does, the apparent curvature w
change. For a fixed intrinsic curvature sampling at unifo
time intervals, we would measure a distribution of appar
curvatures given by
02190
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PA~x!5
2

pA12x2
, ~7!

wherex[uKappu/uKuP@0,1#.
If an individual bacterium changes its intrinsic curvatu

in time, then over sufficient timeK will explore the entire
intrinsic distribution, Eq. ~5!. The ensemble distribution
PE(x) of apparent curvatures will then be given by Eq.~7!
convoluted with Eq.~5!:

PE~x!5E
x

`

dy PI~y!PA~y/x!/y5A2

p
e2x2/2, ~8!

wherex[uKappu/(K rms/A2), where the RMS-apparent torqu
is equal toK rms/A2. PE(x) also follows directly from the
Gaussian distribution of each component of the torque. T
‘‘ensemble’’ distribution also characterizes the apparent c
vatures of large groups of bacteria, since they will each h
a different intrinsic curvature chosen from Eq.~5! and each
will have a random axial anglef. The differences between
the ensemble, apparent, and intrinsic curvature distributi
are dramatic, as shown in Fig. 2.

For bacteria in a bulk sample, two angles are needed
characterize the bacterial path with respect to the viewe
polar angleC with respect to the line of sight and an az
muthal anglef0 about the line of sight. One must als
specify the axial anglef about the bacterial axis. If we line
up the bacterium to travel away from us along the line
sight, before rotating it towards us byC in thef0 azimuthal
direction, and measuref as the angle between the vectori
torque andf0, then the apparent curvature is

Kapp,3D52uKucosf/sin2 C. ~9!

This is the curvature as measured from a microscope
video image, and takes values from (2`,`) with no explicit
f0 dependence. Extremely large apparent curvatures
seen when bacteria are moving towards or away from
observer with correspondingly small velocities, withC
small. The apparent speed isvapp5v sinC, wherev is the

FIG. 2. The curvature distributionsPE(x) ~thick solid!, PA(x)
~solid!, and PI(x) ~dashed! for ensemble, apparent, and intrins
curvatures, respectively, vs the scaled curvature,x ~see text!. We
expectPE(x) if a single bacterium is tracked over large times or
a collection of bacteria are tracked,PA(x) if enough data can be
gathered for a single bacterium before the intrinsic curvat
changes, andPI(x) for a single bacterium if the curvature is ex
tracted from a sufficiently long 3D trajectory in a bulk sample.
4-3
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ANDREW D. RUTENBERG AND MARTIN GRANT PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 021904
bacterial speed along its path. A convenient quantity is
tained by ‘‘normalizing’’ the apparent curvature by multiply
ing by vapp

2 , to obtain

K̃app[Kapp,3Dvapp
2 52K̃ cosf, ~10!

where K̃[uKv2u. This also decreases the weight placed
apparently stationary bacteria, which can be hard to dis
guish from other objects, and simplifies the analysis.K̃app
will have the ensemble distributionPE(x) if f is uniformly
explored in time. Note that time or path-length weighted d
tributions will differ in bulk samples, since the appare
speedvappwill vary dramatically even for a constant intrins
bacterial speed. The distributions presented in this pape
for time-weighted sampling, appropriate for video micro
copy and/or for planar~2D! geometries.

CURVATURE DYNAMICS

For individual bacteria, the experimentally apparent var
tion of curvature from one moment to the next is striki
@3,18,32#. Restricting ourselves to thin planar samples,
angular diffusion of the bacterial orientation can lead
changing apparent curvatures through changing axial an
f in Eq. ~10!, and theintrinsic curvature can also vary i
filament locations on the bacterial surface move significan
over time. We explore two cases:~i! where active~pushing!
filaments are removed and randomly replaced on the ba
rial surface, and~ii ! where active filament locations ran
domly diffuse. We will later apply these cases to characte
filament repositioning for different motile systems.

It is easiest to characterize changes in the net torque
ing on the bacterium with respect to a reference frame fi
to the bacterium. We consider the correlation of the intrin
vector torques separated in time byDt.0:

AN~Dt ![^NW ~ t !•NW ~ t1Dt !&5NRMS
2 e2Dt/t, ~11!

where a static intrinsic curvature corresponds tot5`, and
the average is over the initial timet. The second line follows
directly if each filament has a lifetimet after which it is
replacedrandomlyon the rear of the bacterium by anoth
filament. If new filaments are randomly placed, they will
uncorrelated with other filaments. The correlation will th
be proportional to the fraction of filaments that have not be
replaced between the two times, i.e.,e2(t22t1)/t. Exponential
decay also applies for actin filaments whose fast-grow
barbed-end positions diffuse over the bacterial surface w
diffusion constantD. Solutions of diffusion on a spherica
surface of radiusb @33# leads tot5b2/(2D). These results
would apply directly to proteolysis/replacement or surfa
motion of bacterial proteins such as ActA or IcsA if activ
filament positions are localized to such bacterial surface
tures~see below!. They should also apply to dynamics intrin
sic to the actin tail through capping and nucleation of act
actin filaments@34#, where capping is a loss mechanism.
this case, the time scale of autocorrelation decay would
02190
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pend on the details of filament nucleation, namely how n
filaments are placed with respect to preexisting active fi
ments.

Azimuthal diffusion will not affect the intrinsic curvature
or its correlations, but it can contribute to decay of corre
tions of the apparent curvature by changing the appare
curvature over time. Azimuthal diffusion obeyŝ(Df)2&
52DADt, whereDf is the net angle of rotation in the tim
Dt andDA is the diffusion constant. This has a direct effe
on the correlation between apparent curvatures separate
time by Dt.0:

Aapp~Dt ![^Kapp~ t !Kapp~ t1Dt !&

5^K rms
2 &e2Dt/t^cosf~ t !cos„f~ t !1Df…&

5^K rms
2 &e2Dt/te2DADt/2, ~12!

wheret is the decay time from intrinsic correlations in E
~11! and the average is overt for a single bacterium.~We
have used the identity^eix&5e2^x2&/2 for Gaussian-
distributedx.! Of course, rotation of the bacterium around
long axis will lead to decaying autocorrelations only if acti
filament tips are localized to bacterial surface features. If n
azimuthal diffusion might not affect the apparent curvatu

For individual bacteria tracked for times much less thant,
the intrinsic curvature will appear constant. For times mu
longer thant, each bacterium will sample the ensemble
intrinsic curvatures. The characteristic time scale may
measured from the decay of curvature autocorrelations. F
ment decay/replacement, filament diffusion, and axial ro
tion all contribute to exponential decay of the apparent c
vature correlations. Their contributions to a particular mot
system may be separated through independent measurem
or through systematic studies where parameters such a
particle size or the cytoplasmic viscosity are varied.

Random rotation and diffusion of bacterial positions w
also contribute to the measured curvature and curvature
tocorrelations. In principle, this is a complicated hydrod
namic effect@35# leading to exponential asymptotic deca
however the time scales are very short (t;R2r/h
&1025 s for a bacterium in a cell, whereR is the cell size
andr the cytoplasmic density! compared to the measureme
intervals in typical bacterial experiments~seconds!. The au-
tocorrelation decay will effectively be discontinuous atDt
50, where thermal and measurement jitter will contribute
Dt50 but not forDt.0. To eliminate those contributions
the experimental RMS curvatureK rms should be extracted
from theDt→01 limit of the autocorrelations or should b
fit from sufficiently long segments of the bacterial path.

Curvature autocorrelations in bulk samples are sim
only when the intrinsic curvature is extracted from full 3
tracking of the bacterial trajectory~see, e.g.,@36#!. In that
case, Eq.~11! will describe the autocorrelation decay.

MOTILE SYSTEMS

In this section, we discuss several specific motile syste
and use the details to refine our discussion of curved ba
rial paths. For illustrative purposes, curvature has been e
4-4
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mated from published images ofL. monocytogenes. This
should be considered an order of magnitude estimate o
We only analyze motion withinXenopus laeviscell extracts,
since cellular organelles and cell membranes, which can
cally affect bacterial trajectories through collisions a
which are hard to control for in published images, are abs
Also absent in extracts is a polarized cytoskeleton, wh
could plausibly align bacterial motion in intact cells; th
could be explored through a systematic comparison of b
terial motion in cells and in cell extracts. It must be emph
sized thatproper studies of curvature require unbiased da
and individual images previously selected for publicati
may be biased by aesthetic considerations. Distributions
autocorrelations require much more data than are avail
from published individual images, and will require analys
of video data.

The details of the nanoscale mechanical connection
tween the actin filament tail and a particular bacterium
motile particle are not yet known, nor are the details of
dynamics. Indeed, these details may differ for different b
teria or for different natural or reconstituted cytoplasmic e
vironments. We present some plausible scenarios below
indicate the expected results of a curvature analysis in e

Listeria monocytogenes

Motile L. monocytogeneshave a distribution of tail
lengths ranging up to about 15mm @28# and speeds of up to
0.4 m m/s @24#. MatureL. monocytogenesare roughly cy-
lindrical Gram-positive bacteria, 1.5mm long with a diam-
eter of approximately 0.5mm @32#. Polar surface expressio
of ActA is required@10,11# for motility. L. monocytogenesin
Xenopusextract @37# have apparent curvatures of approx
mately K'0.08 mm21, corresponding ton520 filaments
pushing on the bacterium. While this is a relatively sm
number, it is consistent with electron microscopy imag
@32#.

The role of ActA in polymerization is being uncovere
@38# but questions remain. It is not yet clear whether in
vidual filaments are associated with individual ActA mo
ecules, and if so, for how long. Direct mechanical attachm
is possible and indeed indicated by optical tweezer stu
@9#. Indirect attachment is also possible if the complex
ActA and cytoplasmic proteins serves as a source of mo
meric actin with locally enhanced polymerization affinit
For example, profilin has been shown to interact with Ac
through vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein~VASP! @11#
and hence can provide a local ‘‘plume’’ of profilin-ATP-G
actin which in some conditions can polymerize more read
than ATP-G-actin@39#. We can readily obtain the leadin
behavior of the steady-state concentrationC diffusing a dis-
tanced from a disklike source of radiuss and strengthC0
@40#, C/C052s/(pd). The diffusive plume would provide
significantly enhanced polymerization only to distances
order the sizes of the ActA itself. If ActA is well separated
on the bacterial surface, then filament nucleation and gro
would be closely associated with individual ActA molecule
which in turn would be held stationary by the external pe
tidoglycan layer of the bacterium. The proteolysis induc
02190
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lifetime t of individual ActA is approximately 2 hin vivo
@41#, and would directly contribute to the curvature autoc
relation decay given by Eq.~12!.

If there is a connection between the bacterium and its
@9#, then axial diffusion will be dramatically reduced an
autocorrelation decay due to proteolysis should dominate
could be directly observed. However, if the bacterium is n
tightly attached to its tail, then it will rotate withDA

5kBT/CA'1023 rad2 s21, corresponding to a time scal
in Eq. ~12! of 1/DA'1000 s!t, whereCA5(32p/3)h(a2

2b2)b2/(2a2b2S) is the viscous drag coefficient for axia
rotation@25#, and we takeh530 poise~3 Pa s! following @8#.

Shigella flexneri

The Gram-negativeS. flexneri has a similar motility
mechanism toL. monocytogenes@15,42#; for example, it has
a unipolar surface protein required for motility, IcsA.S. flex-
neri are about 2.3mm long and 0.5mm in diameter, and
move at speeds comparable toL. monocytogenes@32#. How-
ever, differences are observed betweenS. flexneriand L.
monocytogenes. The tails ofS. flexneriappear to have fewe
actin filaments thanL. monocytogenes@43#. IcsA is targeted
to one bacterial pole inS. flexneriand may diffuse in the
outer membrane@44#, in contrast toL. monocytogenes, where
ActA is stationary.

Curvature studies can help investigate these differen
For example, if fewer filaments are actually pushing the b
terium, rather than simply fewer filaments involved in cros
linking, then according to Eq.~4!, the curvature of the path
of S. flexneriwill be systematically larger. If actin filamen
tips were associated with individual IcsA, then diffusion
IcsA on the outer bacterial membrane would contribute
term e2Dt/tdiff, wheretdiff5b2/(2D) in Eq. ~12!, in addition
to the finite IcsA lifetime due to proteolysis@14#. Unfortu-
nately,S. flexneriare not motile inXenopusextracts@18,32#,
but they do have qualitatively similar curvature toL. mono-
cytogenesin intact cells@32#.

Spotted-feverRickettsiae

The spotted-fever group ofRickettsiaeuse actin-based
motility for intracellular movement@16#. While a surface
protein ~rOmpA! of motile R. rickettsiihas been implicated
in tail formation and has sequence similarity to a domain
IcsA @45#, its surface distribution and specific biochemic
role have not yet been characterized. The most studied
cies, R. conorii @32# and R. rickettsii @3#, are roughly the
same size asL. monocytogenes, but move only one-third as
fast.

While Rickettsiaeare obligate pathogens that are not v
able inXenopusextracts, the curvature of their paths in inta
cells is qualitatively smaller than that ofL. monocytogenesor
S. flexneri@32#. Yet the tails inR. conoriiare found to have
very long parallel filaments, with relatively few filamen
observed in cross-section electron micrographs@32#. It is
worth considering two possibilities. The first is that the fil
ments are not uniformly distributed on the bacterial surfa
The numeric prefactor of the curvature Eq.~4! will range
4-5
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from 0 for polar filaments toA3/2 for uniform distribution
on a hemisphere@Eq. ~2!# to 3

2 if all filaments are along the
outer edge atr 5b. A smaller than expected curvature ca
result from clustering of active filaments near the pole. Ho
ever, this appears to be unlikely from the electron mic
graphs of decorated actin tails@32#. A second possibility is
that the filaments are not randomly distributed on the ba
rial surface. If the arrangement is symmetric, or regula
spaced, then the expected torque would be reduced
paracrystalline surface structure is observed onRickettsiae
bacteria@46#, though it is unknown whether it affects poly
merization dynamics.

VIRUSES AND VESICLES

Actin polymerization-based motility is exhibited by th
Vaccinia virus, where;200 nm diameter oblate virus pa
ticles move at 0.05mm/s with tails of length 8mm in
HeLa cells@4#. One of the interesting unsolved puzzles
this system is that the virus always travels in the symme
direction, which is the orientation of highest drag.

If filaments are localized to the viral surface by a spec
protein @17#, and if it diffuses over the viral surface, th
intrinsic curvature will change with time witht5b2/(2D)
following Eq. ~11! and @33#, whereb is the vesicular radius
andD is the diffusion constant of the motility protein on th
viral membrane. UsingD'1029 cm2/s, appropriate for dif-
fusion within vesicular membranes, we havet50.05 s. This
is much less than the time scale of rotational diffusion a
would dominate autocorrelation decay if present.

Polymerization-based motility with curved comet ta
also occurs in motile vesicle systems, which are attrac
systems for systematic study since they have fluid outer
ers, spherical geometry, and a variety of sizes. Vesicle
tion has been reconstituted inXenopusegg extracts@22#, in
endocytosed vesicles@20#, and in extracts of nematode sper
@21#. In some systems, the vesicle lipids directly medi
actin polymerization@22,23#, in which case the filaments ar
unlikely to be localized to particular spots on the vesi
surface. Effective filament motion could still occur due
random nucleation and loss of filaments from the ves
surface, and this is a possible mechanism of intrinsic cur
ture autocorrelation decay in bacterial systems as well.

MICROSPHERES

A simplified in vitro system using small polystyrene m
crospheres, coated with purified ActA and added toXenopus
lavis egg extract, has been shown to reconstitute actin-ba
motility @19#. Could different intrinsic curvatures be sample
by a single ‘‘inert’’ microsphere? The ActA has its transme
brane domain replaced by a 63 His repeat, and is nonspe
cifically bound to the carboxylated polystyrene microsphe
It may be possible for the ActA to randomly crawl on th
microsphere surface without detaching~for example, see
@47#!. Allowing a small surface diffusion rate,D
510212 cm2/s, results in a decay time for correlations
t5b2/(2D).325 s for a 0.5mm diameter microsphere
Data from curvature studies may thus may be able to d
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onstrate diffusion of ActA on the microsphere.
Microspheres are also good systems for systematic stu

of various radiib with a constant surface density of Act
and, presumably, actin filamentss. In the autocorrelation
decay, a finite filament lifetime would make a contributio
that scales ast;const, diffusion on the microsphere surfa
would havet;b2, while axial diffusion would have 1/DA
;b3 @25#. Varying the cytoplasmic viscosity, on the oth
hand, should only affect axial diffusion, with 1/DA;h.

SUMMARY

Random filament interaction with the bacterial or partic
surface can explain the characteristic curved paths obse
in polymerization-based motility systems, such asL. mono-
cytogenes, S. flexneri, spotted-feverRickettsiae, Vacciniavi-
rus, and motile lipid vesicles and microspheres. We dis
guish between the intrinsic curvature, which can only
measured with the full three-dimensional trajectory of t
bacterium or particle, and the apparent curvature observe
microscope images. We derived explicit distributions f
these curvatures and showed how they can uncover im
tant qualitative differences between the vario
polymerization-based motility systems. We showed, in E
~12!, how the lifetime and dynamics of surface-associa
proteins, such as ActA or IcsA, affect the evolution of t
intrinsic curvature of the motion of individual bacteria, viru
particles, vesicles, or protein-coated microspheres.

Systematic experimental analysis of curvature
polymerization-based motility systems has not yet be
done, but would supplement genetics, biochemistry, and
croscopy by providing structural information about the inte
face between the actin tail and the bacterium. Curvature s
ies could estimate the number of filaments actively push
the bacterium, the distribution of these active filaments
the bacterial surface, their localization with respect to mo
ity protein complexes, and surface motility protein lifetim
and diffusion on the bacterial surface. A similar analysis c
be done for virus, vesicle, and microsphere systems.

It is useful to summarize the specific applications of th
analysis. There are three. First, the relation between cu
ture and number of filaments in the actin tail, Eq.~4!, can be
compared with electron-microscopy cross sections and w
normalized fluorescence studies. The relation between cu
ture and particle size, also in Eq.~4!, can be used for differ-
ent sized particles with similar surface preparations, such
microspheres. Second, the distribution of observed cu
tures is predicted to be Gaussian, Eq.~8!. For particles with
constant intrinsic curvatures, a qualitatively distinct distrib
tion of apparent curvatures, Eq.~7!, is expected. If three-
dimensional tracking of particles in a thick sample is us
then the intrinsic distribution would apply, Eq.~5!. Third, the
variation of curvature in time is predicted to be described
an exponentially decaying autocorrelation function, Eq.~12!.
The time scale of autocorrelation decay,t, characterizes how
the position of active filaments in the bacterial tail chang
Studies of different sized particles, or direct tracking of a
muthal particle rotation, could help to untangle the possi
contributions to curvature autocorrelation decay.
4-6
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We have made simplifying assumptions to facilitate o
analysis. We have assumed particular particle shapes and
face distributions of filaments. We also took the individu
filament forcesf 0 to be in the direction of particle trave
Different shapes, surface distributions, and filament orien
tions would change the numerical prefactor in Eq.~4!,
though the curvature distributions would not be affected.
have also assumed that individual filaments areindepen-
dentlyrandomly located. Nonrandom symmetric filament
cations will result in curvatures muchlessthan predicted in
this paper. In contrast, filament distributions that are
symmetric will lead to qualitatively larger curvature than d
cussed here, where we assume a random but azimut
symmetric distribution. We have also assumed that the
cosity does not vary strongly over bacterial length sca
Strong viscous heterogeneities, perhaps caused by pa
l.

A.
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motion itself, as well as local constraints posed by cellu
organelles and membranes, will affect particle trajector
This could dominate the effects described herein vivo.
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